Conscious Food

Meaningful Eating Concept
present
Ethno-Agronomist
Dr.Armen Mehrabyan

Armenian Dinner Concept was established by ethno-agronomist
Dr.Armen Mehrabyan in 1998 in Boston, USA, where 8 Best Chefs of
chefs Massachusetts together with Armen participated in the
preparation of traditional Armenian dishes at Audrey’s house.

Armenian Dinner brings us back to the Middle Ages
• where food plays a communicative role rathеr than the role of the
fitting;
• where people enjoying the flavor and atmosphere of the dinner,
• where ingredients are selected according to the food calendar and
season, by considering the man and natur harmony, rather than a
fashion.

The Armenian Dinner Concept is based on the
relationship between Man and Nature, the living and the
beyond, earth and space - where the role of food
appears not only in product quality but also in its
communicative form, its linking of social groups.

The idea of Armen was to rehabilitate the forgotten food
culture and traditions and disseminate the philosophy of
«conciouse eating», by considering that the Armenian
culinary has its unique place in the entire world food culture,
where communication processes such as meal and
festivities, transmiting the contents of universality to the
individual, uniting people and society through the food.

As a culture of any ethnic group express the concentration of its
traditional skils, the food culture of the ethnos based on the
manifestation of the impact of the food on the way of thinking,
psychology, philosophy, behaviour and lifestule of the people
that composing the ethnic group.

Namely the traditional culture of ethnic group is determined by the
food culture of the ethnos. In the process of time it absorbs
everything that is happening in daily life and forms the such content
that personality transforms into the social phenomenon, where each
participant shares a common mores trough the food.

The specificity and uniqueness of the Armenian
national cuisine, is a comprehensive expression of
the complexity of elements of authentic culture of
the Armenian ethnos, which is passed on from
generation to generation, maintaining their identity.

Armenian food culture, as an element of material culture
developed into an integral part of the spiritual culture, and
has become a regular connection of the preservation of
national authenticity, that makes possible to reveal the
ethnic aspect of the history of the Armenian people.

Conscious Food

The most important detail of the entire food culture of Armenians - is a
conscious eating. If we look closely at the feast of the Armenians,
we can see how eating more dependent on the consciousness of
eating than on the food itself.

4 elements defining
Lifestyle and Nutrition
• Four elements were part of the
medieval Armenian philosophy,
cosmology, and food culture and
livelihood in general. It moved to the
legacy of the ancient Greek
philosopher Aristotle, Hippocrates
and Galen.
• Organized around the four elements
of earth, water, air and fire; four
qualities of cold, hot, wet, and dry;
and four physical qualities determine
the behavior of all created things,
including the human body and its way
of life.

The theory of conscious eating of Armenians underline that the person becomes
sick as a result of food and is recovering as a result of eating.

It was said that the disease is the wrong course of feelings, and the right feeling first
of all an understanding of flavors and test, and the result is - suitable nutrition.

During the early Christian period the
herbalists believed that diseases have 2
types: physical and mental.
When gravity enters into force of the light beginning mental illnesses.
When the intensity of the light covers gravity
- the diseases of the body wake-up.
During those period was very clear that
physical disease is the result of the moral
illnesses.

It was necessary to achieve self-balance and
harmony with nature to avoid sicknesses.
Emotional imbalance and mental sicknesses can
be corrected by means of a conscious eating,
since the food had a direct impact on the way of
thinking, character and behavior of people.
•
•
•
•

Hence:
Water - is defined sense (what we drink)
Earth - is contributed thought (what we eat)
Air - is influenced to the courage (which we
breathe)
Fire - regulates the will and mood (what is
shines)

According to this theory were determined the taste and aroma, the choice
of ingredients and seasonings, place of leaving location and lifestyle, etc.

The History of Food and Man

Hominid fossils and tools date to 1.8 million years ago and there is some evidence of tools in
Europe as early as 1.2 million years ago. An explosion of hominid remains appears in Europe
about 500,000 years ago.
Source: A. Gibbons, Science 291:1722 (March 2, 2001).

Wild Plant Domestication
Centers
IV. Middle East and Central Asia,
Transcaucasia, Iran,
Turkmenistan (83 plant species
domesticated).

Fruits
1. Fig
2. Pomegranate
3. Apple
4. Pear
5. Quince
6. Cherry
7. Howtornberry
Oleonolis
1. Rapes
2. Olive
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cereals
Wheat
Barley
Oats
Flex
Lupin

Some Facts about Armenia

•Garden of Eden is derived from the Sumerian «edin», which
means a «simple» or an «open country», where the tree of
Eden was the Pomegranat tree (Howe, The Ancient World,

p.23) Mesopoamia, translated from Greek means «land
between the rivers», referring to Tigris and Euphrates,
and both take their origins in the mountains of Armenia,
in Turkey in present (Source: Mackay, p.13)
•Domestification of some wild animals: Cattle - 6500 BC,

Anatolia, Mesopotamia; Chicken - 3000 BC, the Indian
Valley
•The first ground handling, i.e. agricultural process was
estalished by Schumers in Ura in 3500 BC (Urbanism)
(Nobel,”Western Civilization”)

Wild wheat and barley were discovered in the "Karmir Blur« and are dated
back to 6000 BC (Urartu/Armenia (Burns and Ralph, World Civilization, 4th edition).
First bread was baked in historical Armenia in 3000 BC (source Piotrovski, Plato”The
republic”,www.protergaud.edu/cmcarver/civ.html)
Olive tree was brought to Palestine from Armenian in 4000 BC and then it was brought to
Phoenicia, then to Greece and then to North Africa/Tunisia (Zeytuna
museum,www.kuna.net.kw)

Food Pyramids

Armenian’s Food Pyramid
Food per month

Meet
Honey and
sweets
Pickles

Food per week

poultry

fish
eggs, butter
Matsun and dairy
Grain and
noodles

legumes

Fruit

Food per day
Vegetable oil

cheese

Bred and Wild herbs and cultivated vegetables
Water
sault

Armenian Dining Philosophy
Meal demonstrates us the schematizaton of feeding aspects which
are beyond culinary techniques nevertheless they compose the
methods of basic food set application. A good example of this is
the use of food:
1) In accordance with daily routine – morning meal («nakhachash» –
which in translation from armenian means «before the dinner»)
and evening meal («entrik»). Afternoon meal («dinner») became
a part of culture much later which is connected with strong
urbanization of rural population in 18th-19th centuries.;
2) In accordance with situation – homy («Entanekan entrik» family dinner), field(«andi ag u hats» - field meal) or communal
(«hatskeruyt» - feast supper or «khrakhchank» - party) meal;
3) In accordance with comrehension - everyday («amenorya»),
festive («khndjoyk»- to have fun) and ritual meals (for instance
«hokeat» - memorial meal);
4) In accrodance with the prestige – royal («ginarbuk» - to drink
wine), church («kochnank» -to invite) and national/communal
(«haskeruytt»)

Depending on the form and type meal had different participants. Without
going deep into details and minors lets shortly describe those participants of
meals in accordance with the prestige and compose an imagination about
those participants.

Armenian Dinner Evenings

Anna Sortun
Hostess of restaurants,
Oleana, Sofra, Sarma and
the farm Siena – due to
untraditional combintion
of spices and flavors,
unsuprassed
originality
and brightness in 2005
Anna won the James
Beard Foundation Award
in nomination «Awarded
the Best Chef: Northeast»,
«The best new Restaurant
of America»

Francis Segan

Frank Thomas

Alain Alexanian

•Semi-Finalist Best
Famous French Chef,
Sommelier of the World
the
owner
of
the
2004
Alexandein restaurant
•Best Sommelier of
won
Palm-D’Or
Europe (Ruinart Trophy) in,
Award for the best
2000
culinary concept 2006.
•Best Sommelier of
France 2000
•Best Craftsman of
France 2000

Famous
writer,
speaker and food
historian, she is an
author of six books
including Cookbook
Opera, Lovers, The
Philosophers
Kitchen
nominated
for
James
Beard In 2003 he opened his
Foundation Award. own restaurant in Nice
called “le Parcours “,
where he applied his
innovative ideas when
selling
wine.
His
approach was quickly
rewarded
with
a macaroon in the
Michelin Guide.

Gayane Beirova
My beloved lady,
Beauty
of
the
Society
and
restaurateur
of
Armenians
culinary traditions
in Moscow.

Bon Appetite !!!!
Enjoy Armenian Hospitality.......

Thanks for your passion time.

www.armeniandinner.com

